Background: Elemental Analysis (microanalysis) is a reference method widely used to make assessments of thequality of chemical or biochemical substances. Using very small quantities of substance and no methoddevelopment, this analytical technique delivers absolute assays. Compared to other methods needing larger samplequantities and most of the time reference standards, the Elemental Analysis is the preferred technique of scientists. Methods: One of the difficulties with this method is the definition of the theoretical elemental composition when several complementary assays values, generally delivered in w/w percentages (e.g., water content by Karl Fischer method), instead of mole numbers (as this is the case for NMR determination), must be taken into account. The situation is manageable with only one of this type of additional assay; however, this exercise becomes more complicated when the scientists must integrate two or more assay values. Mat-CHN software was developed specifically to resolve these difficulties, by delivering the individual mole numberof each constituent assayed in the compound analyzed, leading to an accurate comparison of the theoretical and experimental results of centesimal compositions. Results: Apart its large capabilities for simulations, Mat-CHN increases the interest of the Elemental Analysis technique for scientists working in discovery fields or when new molecular entities are promoted to predevelopment and development stages, either for absolute titration of their reference standards or for direct titrations of the drug substance itself. The software conducts to simple titration determinations, based on Nitrogen "Kjeldhal" assays and/or molecular weight reports, compared to data of the pure substance.
Conclusions: Based on experimental analytical data, Mat-CHN software delivers accurate elemental content determinations and titration of the substance analyzed. These results should be considered also experimental ones, because Mat-CHN resolves the equations without any convergence or external parameters.
Background
Information: raw formulas presented as examples in this document may correspond to some molecules described in other papers. If this situation should occur, it shall be considered as an absolute involuntary error from my part. But realistic raw formulas were needed to make the demonstrations of the practical interest and of the efficiency of Mat-CHN software.
Decimal values reported in the different screenshots of the user interface are presented with the European decimal format (e.g., coma instead of dot).
Microanalysis capabilities-experimental and theoretical centesimal composition
Elemental Analysis equipment are able today to provide the assays of carbon (%C), hydrogen (%H), nitrogen (%N), sulfur (%S), and oxygen (%O), with a high degree of precision for known and, most important, for unknown products (Rouessac and Rouessac 2007) . It must be emphasized that these results of centesimal composition are obtained with a very limited quantity of sample, generally around 1 mg and can be delivered with a medium throughput.
According to the different suppliers of equipment, a reliability of ± 0.3% for the three first elements (C, H, N) and of ± 0.6% for the sulfur made a consensus and seems sustained by the different users. Some laboratories offer more precise confidence intervals, according to the percentage levels of the element determined. For the three first elements (C, H, N) , the more the content will be elevated, the more the enlargement of the confidence interval will be, generally ± 0.3%, but never more than ± 0.5% for the highest contents and never less than ± 0.01% for the lowest contents (not less than 0.10%) (Krotz et al. 2015) .
Each assay of these elements corresponds to a direct absolute determination, just as it is provided by a potentiometric titration. With a quantity of approximately 100 fold less consumed per sample compared to the titration, the microanalysis technique takes a major place in discovery activities (Paul 2015; Fadeeva et al. 2008) , where synthesized compounds are delivered in a range of 1 to 100 mg per batch.
If the technical aspect of this methodology has apparently no major drawback, except the cautions to apply for the weight of a very small amount, we should not forget that each element content must be compared to the theoretical one, to evaluate the degree of purity of the sample analyzed. If the objective of the scientist is to obtain a pure substance, and if theoretical contents are equal to the experimental ones, comparisons will be immediate and assessment of 100% of purity is easily achieved.
Most of the time, these two sets of data are not perfectly superimposable and scientists try to identify the supplementary components which are responsible of these differences. Consequently, the initial and expected formula of the pure compound will be re-adjusted with proportions of other constituents, until the theoretical elemental composition of the redefined formula will match with the one experimentally determined.
In addition, the scientists cannot make such proposals of additional mole numbers, if these suggested numbers are not supported by complementary analytical determinations. For instance, the number of moles of water in the main substance can be determined by a specific assay, based on the Karl Fisher method. But in this case and for the major part of the analytical determinations (except, the NMR analysis), results are delivered in weight/weight percentages. Consequently, the conversion of these results into mole numbers is mandatory to re-calculate the theoretical centesimal composition of the redefined raw formula of the compound. If this mole number is easily accessible for only one component included in the substance analyzed, the difficulty to calculate the mole number of each component increases with the number of components to be considered around the main compound.
Mat-CHN Software principles
Mat-CHN software was specifically developed, to simplify microanalysis interpretations, based on a unique recalculated composition, including all the individual assayed components and/or impurities in the analyzed substance. In a few seconds, Mat-CHN generates the corresponding mole number and composition of the whole redefined raw formula, leading to the possible comparison of the experimental microanalysis results and finally to the titration of the analyzed substance.
The principles of calculations of Mat-CHN do not include any approximation, recursive processes with target options (e.g., percent of convergence), and need nothing more than individual data experimentally determined. This means also that Mat-CHN's recalculated centesimal compositions must be considered as experimental results.
Mat-CHN software-calculation

Interface
The first operation of this software consists in the capture of experimental results and formula of the free molecule. Figure 1 shows the user interface for entries of the needed data in the software and how the final results are provided.
Different boxes have been defined to give a view of the functionalities in this global table:
-{Box 1}: the user enters in the second column the raw formula of the pure compound and will obtain the redefined raw formula, after the calculation, in the fourth column (in red or gray). The fifth column will deliver the elemental composition re-calculated, which will be used for the comparisons with the experimental elemental analysis results (see {Box 6}). -{Box 2}: four sets of supplementary entries are proposed to add raw formula and moles number of solvents (or impurities) quantified by NMR. As for box 1 only, the second column in each space is accessible by the user. This space is dedicated only to results directly delivered in mole numbers. -{Box 3}: this box is very specific for entries of contents (in %w/w) of components assayed by dedicated techniques (except for water content, see {Box 5}). This box is supported by an application (button "organic and mineral assays residues"), to manage a personal library of pre-described and new-described components (including raw formula, molecular weight, charge, number of hydrogen atoms to add or to subtract). This box 3 can integrate up to 36 (18 per set of columns) contents of components. After the calculation process, mole numbers are reported (column "Nb moles, " results in red or gray). -{Box 4}: corresponds to the entry of the experimental results of the Elemental Analysis for the five elements (C, H, N, S, and O) . Two sets of experimental data are recordable.
-{Box 5}: is the specific place of the water content determination, two experimental results are recordable. On the left, the average content calculation is provided. -{Box 6}: corresponds to the comparisons of the experimental and the recalculated elemental compositions, when the "CALCULATE" button is activated. A color coding is established to highlight results with acceptable criteria (≤± 0.3%) in green, critical results in yellow (between ±0.3% and ± 0.4%) and out of criteria (≥± 0.4%) in red. -{Box 7}: corresponds to the button "Organics and mineral assays residues, " opening the personal library of the users containing pre-defined substances, or ions which, when selected, will appear in the list of the {Box 3}. The user can add or suppress these defined compounds. The added substances are recorded, of course, with their respective raw formulae and charges. This functionality is needed to use Mat-CHN, but is not described here, because not directly belonging to the calculation principles.
Atomic elements proposed in this table are the most frequently observed in our chemical structures. Of course, the software can be modified according to the needs of the users and number of lines related to these elements can be increased in needed cases or decreased for a better clarity.
The molecular weights of each element used in this software are in accordance with IUPAC 2015 (IUPAC Commission on Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights 2015).
Calculations Principles
The principal objective of the exploitation of the Elemental Analysis results is to determine the titration value of the sample analyzed. This value corresponds to the relationship between the experimental and theoretical centesimal compositions of the compound tested. Most of the time, scientists are used to calculate this relationship based on the carbon or the nitrogen content percentages.
As explained above, no difficulty is expected when mole number of each component of the compound is defined. On a simple and not consolidated approach, a scientist can make different suppositions of components and contents of components, to ensure the experimental elemental composition values are matching with the theoretical composition.
These suppositions are consolidated by complementary assays and the different delivered results (in w/w%) related to the substance tested must be converted into mole numbers.
The base of the calculation is summarized in the generic equation Eq. (1): 
in which:
-M(free) corresponds to the molecular weight of the pure substance -∑C x × m x − (e × C x × m h ), corresponds to the "molecular weight" of the moles number of cations, excluding the same mole number of hydrogen in the analyzed substance, as a result of the neutralization of acidic functions (in the case of alkaline salts). C x is the mole number of the cation x and m x its molecular weight, e is the charge number of x and m h the molecular weight of the hydrogen atom. -∑A y × m y + (e × A y × m h ), corresponds to the "molecular weight" of the mole number of the anions, including the same mole number of hydrogen in the analyzed substance as a result of neutralization of the basic functions (in the case of acid salts). A y represents the mole number of the anion y and m y its molecular weight, e is the charge number of y and m h the molecular weight of the hydrogen atom.
Remark: according to these second and third terms of the equation Eq. (2), in case of mineral components assays (e.g., sodium chloride, NaCl) by anionic and cationic titrations, the added hydrogen moles (A y ) coming from the anion content and the ones subtracted coming from the cation content (C x ) will produce of course the expected null sum (e × A y × m h + e × C x × m h = 0).
-W z × m z , corresponds to the "molecular weight" of the mole number of water. W z is the mole number of water and m z its molecular weight. -∑I t × m t , corresponds to the "molecular weight" of mole number of impurities quantified through dedicated techniques (HPLC, GC, etc..). I t is the mole number of the impurity t and m t its molecular weight.
In this equation Eq. (2), all the C x , A y , W z , and I t variables corresponding to mole numbers are unknown, making the direct calculation of Mt not accessible. As this can be anticipated, the resolution of the system of Equations (1) and (2) will produce the value of each unknown variable included in the expression of Mt, finally leading to the Mt value.
Of course, the two expressions of %A and of Mt can be completed with other specific analytical determinations, not reported here. However, it appeared that the two equations proposed covered the majority of the cases of our compounds synthesized in our context of the discovery and the development of new molecular entities (NMEs) for therapeutic applications.
Development of a mathematical software
The following approach is based on the two equations proposed (Eqs. (1) and (2)), which should calculate the number of moles of each component included in 1 mol of the substance analyzed, based on their individual analytical results. At the end of the process, the centesimal composition of the redefined and complete raw formula of the compound analyzed will be accessible and then compared to the experimental Elemental Analysis results.
As a simple example, if a substance contains only a few moles of water (represented by the %W content, determined for instance by Karl Fisher technique), combination of equations Eqs. (1) and (2), will produce to the simplified expression:
in which Wz (nb of moles of water) can be easily extracted:
W z ¼ %WÂMðfreeÞ m z Âð100−%WÞ: Based on this example, the raw formula of the compound is redefined, by adding 2 × W z moles of hydrogen atom and W z moles of oxygen atom to the formula of the free compound and the theoretical centesimal composition recalculated accordingly.
Consequently, we show that based on an individual assay performed on the tested substance, a mole number of the assayed entity can be extracted by the resolution of the combined equations Eqs. (1) and (2). If multiple supplementary assays are performed, each individual mole number corresponding to each individual assay must be calculated by the resolution of a system of equations in which the Mt term (equation Eq. (2)) will be extended with the number of individual assay.
Today, it seems that each laboratory has its own approach to resolve these equations, even if some principles are identical for everyone. Some developed software proposes multiple combinations of contents of components included in the substance, offering the same centesimal composition results. These approaches are interesting to initiate a final choice of the most appropriate combination by the scientist, but do not deliver a unique or the right solution of this composition.
The mathematical software development presented here was focused on this particular aspect, leading to a unique solution of contents of components to reach only one redefined raw formula of the analyzed compound, which is a critical point in our activities for research and development of NMEs.
For reasons of costs and also for having a simple and direct access to centesimal composition calculations, the software proposed here was designed to be supported by a generalized "Office" interface implemented on each computer in the company. The program is written in Visual Basic for Excel® and does not need any knowledge in this language for the user.
The objective of this program is not to replace what the other software can provide, but to give a simple and quick access to centesimal compositions, to everyone, through accurate calculations based on the resolution of a system of equations.
Resolution of one equation
Let us now consider the example of the content determination for one cation, C 1 . The dedicated analytical method delivered the result %Ct (%w/w), assayed in the sampled substance.
Then, inserting this result in the equation Eq.
(1) and replacing the Mt value by the equation Eq. (2), the expression of %Ct corresponds to the equation Eq. (3):
Consequently, C 1 can be extracted from the expression of this equation, according to the successive equations (Eqs. (4), (5), and (6):
The different parameters, %C, m x , m y , m h , e, m z , m t , have known experimental or defined values. The other variables C 1 , C x , A y , W z , and I t should be determined.
Trying to simplify the different terms of the equation Eq. (6), P r, x is included and represents the known and summarized parameter:
According to these intermediate simplifications, the equation Eq. (6) can be clarified in equation Eq. (7), leading to the result of C 1 , in equation Eq. (8):
Generalization of the resolution of the system of equations Equation (7) can conduct to a generalized system of equations, leading to the determinations of C x , A y , W z , and I t summarized in the following matrix equation:
in which: -P is the square matrix containing the known parameters and their calculated combinations as described above (see equations Eq. (6)a-e.
-C corresponds to the matrix of mole numbers that must be calculated -Y corresponds to the column of results containing each experimental assay result multiplied by the molecular weight of the free compound (according to Eq. (6f )).
The resolution of this system of equations, according to a matrix calculation, is proposed in equation Eq. (10) as following:
The resolution conducts to the C matrix, containing each individual mole number of each component assayed.
This solution is valid if the P matrix is invertible, meaning that the determinant of this square matrix P is different from 0.
If, instead of the mean value, we want to integrate each individual result delivered for one assay of one component, the matrix P will never be a square matrix, and consequently, the resolution of the system of equations must be proposed differently.
Starting with the Equation (9), now embedding a non-square matrix P, the solution must pass by the transformation of this non-square matrix to a square matrix. For this, we must multiply this P matrix by its transposed (P t ) form:
Then, reproducing the same method conducting the equation (10):
Remark: in the particular case of integrations of all individual experimental results collected for one assay and to preserve the generic Equation (11), each considered value must be previously divided by the total number of the related experiments performed.
Having defined the mathematical expression of the C Matrix of results, the algorithm of the software was established accordingly. In general terms, the calculation of the matrix C was based on the Gauss Seidel method, meaning that all the diagonal values of the matrix P must be different from 0. Then, a previous preparation of the matrix P was also included in the algorithm, based on the individual assay results. A management of a library of pre-defined components was also taken into account in this algorithm to simplify the entries of experimental results.
However, the objective of this work is not to detail the full software step by step, but to make the demonstration of the interest of this application, for initiated and non-initiated users.
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USES of Mat-CHN in the discovery context
Performances of the software
As explained in the previous paragraph, the core of Mat-CHN software is a solver of systems of equations based on matrix calculations. A second and non-negligible functionality of this software (not developed here) is the by-user management of its personal library of molecules or ions, for integration of pre-defined and new-defined components in the calculations. Using this library, the user will be unlimited in the choice of components. He will have also the possibilities to add or to delete components in this library every time.
It may be important to notice here that no recursive process is used in Mat-CHN for these mathematical resolutions, or convergence calculations, but only one direct calculation. This is also a critical aspect to obtain a quick and unique result.
To validate these performances, the best way is to illustrate some of them through a particular example, in this case quite complex, a situation which will be probably never encountered in reality.
Let us start with a crude compound (raw formula C 25 H 25 N 8 O 4 Cl, HCl) isolated before purification steps. This compound contains residual water, residual solvents, mineral charges, synthesis impurities, and traces of the precursor salt. We will make the assumption that each of these components have been assayed by dedicated techniques (e.g., water by Karl Fisher method, solvents by GC/head space, mineral charges by ion chromatography, and atomic absorption and impurities by liquid chromatography). Each of the 20 results in this example has been reported in w/w percentages. No quantified result was provided by NMR.
Calculation duration
The time spent to capture each experimental result and the pure raw formula not taken into account, the time needed to make the resolution of the system of 20 equations with 20 unknown variables (mole numbers), and the recalculation of the elemental composition were less than 3 s on a typical laptop (2.6 Ghz processor) that are currently available on the market today.
Results of these recalculations are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 and as expected with a unique set of data. Results in Fig. 4 validates the correlation of the two sets of experimental elemental compositions with those recalculated for the three elements.
Range of values supported by the software:
As shown in this example, the software has resolved the system of equations whatever the range of data considered. To illustrate this performance, the content of chloride (5.6%), which represents a "major" content for the hydrochloride salt definition of this molecule, was recalculated into 1 mol per mole of compound.
On the other hand, the content of the residual benzene (8E−5%, or 0.8 ppm), delivered 6.5E−6 mol of this solvent per mole of compound. Similar ppm levels of residual contents have been also managed by Mat-CHN to deliver the corresponding low numbers of moles.
Interpretations of separated ion contents
As shown in Fig. 3 and because this was not directly apparent with results provided only in w/w percentages, we can observe:
-Ammonium content (0.73%) and acetate content (2.4%) correspond to~0.26 mol of residual ammonium acetate salt, per mole of compound -Calcium content (0.4%) and carbonate content (0.6%) correspond to~0.06 mol of residual calcium carbonate salt, per mole of compound.
-Copper content (2E−5%) and iodide content (8E−5%) correspond to~2e−6 mol of residual copper iodide salt, per mole of compound.
-Finally, para-toluene sulfonate content (0.35%) and potassium content (0.08%), correspond to~0.13 mol of residual potassium para-toluene sulfonate salt, per mole of compound.
These interpretations would have never been accessible, if the corresponding mole numbers have not been calculated. This is another aspect of the performance of this software, useful for chemists and analysts.
Reliability of the software Total number of hydrogen atoms in the redefined raw formula As shown in Fig. 2 , the initial hydrogen atom number was entered to 25 for the pure compound.
At the end of the calculation, this number increased to 29.93. Consequently, 4.93 hydrogen atoms are coming from the different components included in the final structure and this number is interpreted as presented in the Table 1: The total of the figures reported in Table 1 represents the expected 4.93 of supplementary hydrogen atoms in the redefined formula. If we compare the exact number of hydrogen atoms added in the full structure (4.9279304. see Fig. 2 ) and the one recalculated here (4.926299912. see Table 1 ), the very low difference is interpreted by the non-absolute stoichiometries (linked to experimental assay errors) of mineral salts, bearing protons or not.
Reconcile experimental and calculated contents of the components, based on their mole numbers and the molecular weight of the redefined raw formula For this verification, we can consider the calculated mole number of the residual benzene and chloride.
In the case of the benzene, (molecular weight 78.112362 g.mol − 1 proposed by the software), the calculated mole number is 6.48355E−06 (see Fig. 3 ) and the molecular weight of the complete structure is 633.054436 g.mol − 1 , (see Fig. 2) . The content is then calculated to 8.00E−5%w/w, in perfect accordance with the value experimentally obtained to 8E−5% w/w.
For the case of the chloride content (molecular weight 35.45279 g.mol − 1 , proposed by the software) calculated to 1.000 mol, the same process produces to 5.60%w/w, exactly the same as the experimental value.
This simple exercise extended for the other components of Fig. 3 Table 2 .
Advantages provided by Mat-CHN in discovery field of fine chemistry
As this was developed above, the Elemental Analysis technique is today a robust methodology delivering absolute contents of the principal elements included in organic substances, mainly %C. %H, and %N. The reliability of this technique is principally dependent of the precision of the micro-balances used to weight the very low quantities of sample to be analyzed. However, this is a serious advantage in the discovery activities field, where compounds are synthesized around and frequently less than the 1 g scale.
If the experimental aspects have no drawbacks, the difficulty consists in the interpretation of the results provided by this technique to make accurate correlation with the molecular structure analyzed and refined through several complementary assays.
Non-absolute selectivity of the steps in chemical synthesis or hemisynthesis or substance extractions are most of the time followed by isolation and purification steps leading to expected purified compounds. All of these successive operations are generating organic and mineral impurities and residual traces of solvents, frequently included at low levels in the final products. We should not exclude also the impurities arising from the quality of the different raw materials (structure analogs) involved in the synthesis processes. Impurities resulting from non-fully selective chemical reactions must be considered also.
Aware of these principal aspects of the chemistry, chemical companies and providers of analytical equipment have enlarged their analytical efforts to characterize these by-products (covering a large panel of dedicated techniques able to quantify from percent to ppb content levels), leading to supplementary results. But few efforts were made to conciliate these complementary results with those provided by the Elemental Analysis experiments.
Our experience with Mat-CHN in the context of the discovery activities for medicinal chemistry demonstrates our capabilities to understand deeply how the synthesis and purification steps have been conducted, leading to improvements in the quality of the expected active substances. The analytical support, in which Elemental Analysis is the unique analytical technique used to make absolute assays at this stage of the value chain, is now consolidated when combined with Mat-CHN. This software is probably one of the first able to reconcile all the individual complementary analytical determinations leading to the redefinition of molecular structure of compounds, conducting to their titration values. Having in hand such precious result, decision regarding the compound analyzed can be to reprocess the batch to eliminate too elevated contents of undesirable by-products, or to use the ratio provided between the active substance and its redefined structure, to anticipate its accurate amount to be administered for in vitro or in vivo tests.
Uses of Mat-CHN software for pre-development and development purposes
Another and non-negligible aspect of the Elemental Analysis technique is the one related to the pre-development and development fields of activities. Currently, titration determinations for batch controls of drug substances are provided against reference standards, for which definition of the strength is based on specific chemistry processes and accuracy of analytical methods.
This means that the absolute assay value of the primary standard (governing the assay value of the reference standards batches) should be determined accurately and verified on a regular basis.
Of course, the greatest the purity of this particular batch will be, the less the difficulty to define the assay value around 100% will be. This is frequently the first strategy applied by the companies, which make the statement on the absolute purity of the primary standard batch, when the last recycled purification did not lead to a lower impurity profile than the one obtained during the same penultimate operation.
In the case of small molecules and due to larger quantities of sample available, absolute methods, like potentiometric titrations in non-aqueous media are also used, with respect to the repeatability of the determinations which must be in the expected range. This exercise needs some effort to develop the appropriate method. Most of the time is spent to find the adapted non-aqueous medium to get the best potentiometric amplitude signal to increase the accuracy of the inflection point of the titration curve. However, quite frequently, these titrations are not as accurate as expected and sometimes not applicable due to the low reactivity of the substance against reactants. More significant are the cases of peptides, proteins, and antibody drug conjugates (ADCs).
In these situations, other validated analytical techniques must be put in place, and due to the impact on the regulatory aspects, they must be recognized by the health authorities (Crowther 2001) .
Applicable to all the considered substances, the particular case of the nitrogen content assay is probably the second method of choice after unsuccessful trials with the potentiometric titrations. The assay recognized by the authorities is the nitrogen assay by the Kjeldhal method (referenced 2.5.9 in the European Pharmacopeia (EP) and <461> method II in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP)). This method assay substances bearing nitrogen atoms, including at the same time some impurities, as this is the case with the potentiometric titration.
Since the time when the Elemental Analysis technique was developed and improved, a number of comparisons with the Kjeldhal method were conducted (Gervasio Pereira et al. 2006; Oftedal et al. 2014; dos Santos et al. 2009 ), and globally, it was accepted that the two methods lead to close results.
In an initiative of the USP Monograph Modernization (Ouderkirk and Seo 2010) , nitrogen assay test (USP <461>), was pointed out as non-specific in the monographs of the Povidone, Crospovidone, and Copovidone. Following this initiative, in 2012, the expert panel made recommendations to add some complementary and specific tests (Block 2013) . Elemental Analysis which was not included until that time was finally suggested as an identity method combined with the total sulfate ash content test, for adulteration controls (e.g., melamine) showing the increasing interest of this analytical method in the area of controls for drug substances.
In the case of peptides, proteins, and antibody drug conjugates, the Elemental Analysis method was recommended as an additional test by the USP (e.g., <461> method 7) and EP (e.g., 2.5.33 method 7), for the assay of these bio-molecules.
According to these preliminary information, in the field of the pre-development and development of new molecular entities (NMEs), Elemental Analysis cannot be excluded from the standard methodologies to control these active substances and their reference standards (Crowther 2001) even as a main method and/or complementary method.
As discussed previously, this method can be suggested for assay determinations, based on the nitrogen content, equivalent to the Kjeldhal procedure.
In the light of the developed example in the paragraph of the discovery field of activities, the paradox of the Elemental Analysis technique, delivering experimental reliable results, comes from the evaluation or recalculations of the centesimal composition of the compound after integration of its associated mineral and organic component contents. This is also what underlined indirectly the expert panel of the US Pharmacopeia by making the association of the Elemental Analysis results with the sulfated ashes in the Povidone case discussed above.
Again, Mat-CHN was developed to make these missing reconciliations of these independent experimental results, leading to a perfect resolution of the initiated system of equations, to get a fine-tuned centesimal composition of the analyzed compound.
Case study of a drug substance analyzed for development purposes Example of analytical results:
To illustrate the use of Mat-CHN in the scope of the development activities, another example is given here. The same substance previously studied, (raw formula C 25 H 25 N 8 O 4 Cl, HCl), is now considered purified, for development purposes. Only the impurity profile is remaining, meaning des-chlorinated and di-chlorinated impurities, with residual water and residual butanol-1 contents.
The hydrochloride salt content is determined based on three individual trials.
Analytical results are provided in the Table 3 .
A first approach of the elemental composition
A first Mat-CHN use, not taking into account the contents of the two impurities (des-and di-chlorinated impurities) and residual butanol-1, is tested according to 3) The water content corresponds to 0.27 mol per mole of substance and justifies the increase of the total number of hydrogen atoms in the redefined compound (2 × 0.265 coming from water, 0.98 for the hydrochloride and the initial 25 of the substance, leading to the total of 26.51 hydrogen atoms).
Optimization of the elemental composition
To improve this first step of calculation, the set of chloride assay values was completed with the contents of residual butanol-1 (0.35%) and of each impurity, respectively, 0.3% for the des-chlorinated impurity and 0.6% for the di-chlorinated impurity. This new set of data was re-submitted to Mat-CHN and results are reported in Fig. 7 .
From this second exploitation by Mat-CHN, we can conclude:
1) All the individual assay results included in the calculation are now consistent with the experimental Elemental Analysis values because differences observed for each %C, %H, and %N element are less than ± 0.3%, within the range of the acceptance criteria. 2) The hydrochloride content is close to 1.00 mol per mole of compound (0.994 mol corresponding to the sum of the three individual number of moles re-calculated, see second table of Fig. 7) . Finally, the chloride mole number (2.006) is decomposed in 1 mol belonging to the substance, 0.0124 mol (2 × 0.0062) for the di-chlorinated impurity and 0.994 mol for the hydrochloride. But the two impurities are also hydrochlorinated. Then, the mole number of hydrochloric acid per mole of active The titration of the drug substance in this sample can be now calculated based on the ratio of the molecular weight of the non-salified substance to the weight of the refined raw formula described above:
536:973Â100 585:359
¼ 91:73% (expressed on the dried and non-salified substance).
or, based on the nitrogen assay, in regard with a Kjeldahl assay analogy, (see nitrogen result in the first table of the Fig. 7) , the calculation leads to: (expressed on the dried and non-salified substance) according to the percentage of nitrogen of the pure substance (20.868%).
As shown in the two results expressed above, only data provided by Mat-CHN are considered (molecular weight of the redefined substance for the first and nitrogen content and mole numbers of nitrogen impurities for the second). The titration value, 91.72%, must be compared to a quick calculation based on the sum of the impurities quantified subtracted from 100%, leading to 91.91%, in the range of 0.3% of reliability for the microanalysis technique: 100− 2:07 þ 1:94 þ 2:01 þ 0:35 þ 0:3 þ 0:6 þ 0:825 ½ ¼ 91:91%
Reliability of the drug substance titration
Uncertainty of the titration value can be easily evaluated because this is dependent on the uncertainty of the measurements of each experimental value.
Examples of confidence intervals of the individual assays have been used to illustrate the impacts on the nitrogen titration, as this is summarized in Table 4 .
As shown in Table 4 , the impact of the different uncertainties of measurements of each individual assay, on the titration calculation, generates approximately 0.038% of relative uncertainty for the final result 91.72% (see last row of columns 4 and 5), corresponding to~0.04% of absolute uncertainty. Consequently, the reliability of the titration, including the reliability of the microanalysis determination for the nitrogen content is 0.34% (0.3 + 0.04%).
Contribution of the impurity profile in the refined raw formula
As discussed above, the contributions of the impurity profile and of the residual solvent cannot be dissociated from this analysis. This aspect can be deeply interpreted, considering the influence of the different combinations of the corresponding contents. This study is summarized in Table 5 .
As shown in Table 5 , the combination "Nb 1" corresponds to the case developed above where residual solvent and impurity profile were not included in the calculations. Except the combination Nb 6, in which the des-chlorinated impurity content is ignored, only the combination Nb 8 verifies the experimental Elemental Analysis results, in which the content differences for each of the three elements (C, H, and N) are in the acceptance criteria (± 0.3%).
Supported by the quick calculations issued from Mat-CHN, the eight combinations of contents of each of the three components tested demonstrate that they cannot be dissociated to ensure the correlation with the experimental Elemental Analysis results.
Impurity profile in the refined raw formula--cases of related substances and of enantiomeric impurity Mat-CHN is also able to integrate the contents of the related substances and the ones of the enantiomers (or stereoisomers).
In these particular cases, the user is invited to record the raw formula of the active substance in the personal library and to associate the related contents (see example in Fig. 8 ).
For the related substances, the user can detail each content of each impurity (as this was applied for the chloride contents in the previous example) or provide the sum of each content.
After calculations, these contents will be converted into mole numbers, which will impact the titration value of the analyzed substance. Of course, no change is expected regarding the elemental composition because the raw formula of these impurities is the same than the one of the pure compound.
For instance, 0.5% of the enantiomer of the analyzed substance discussed in this paragraph was added in the last updated impurity profile. As expected, the titration value became 91.23%, instead of 91.73%, based on the "Kjeldahl" calculation. Of course and more easy is the direct subtraction of the 0.5% of the enantiomer content from the 91.73% titration value. In fact, this second way of calculation validates the 0.0055 mol of the enantiomer calculated by Mat-CHN, leading to the titration value obtained by the Kjeldahl approach.
Also anticipated, the differences between the experimental elemental composition and the recalculated one stayed unchanged, with or without the insertion of this enantiomeric content.
These features are very helpful because the user can enter all the analytical results obtained during the control of the drug substance, paying attention to indicate the raw formula of each considered impurity.
Advantages provided by Mat-CHN in the field of predevelopment and development activities
The pre-cited advantages, identified for the discovery field of activities, can also be applied in the case of the development and pre-development fields.
A particular point of interest is to help the users (chemists and analysts), with the mineral by-product identifications (e.g., mole number for cation is equivalent, according to the valence, to the mole number of anion, see Table 2 ). Without calculated mole numbers, there is no evidence to recognize which cation is combined with which anion.
Another particular point is the capability of the software to resolve its calculations, by managing low contents (ppm and ppb scale) mixed with higher contents (percent scale), which is a frequent situation in the cases of control monographs, where ppm of residual solvents results are presented with percent contents of water or other impurities.
The exercise presented above shows clearly the positive impact of Mat-CHN used beside other analytical results, including of course those of Elemental Analysis.
Proof is provided here, that Mat-CHN can resolve calculations integrating all the available results (included those of related substances and isomers impurities) expressed in %w/w and in mole numbers (e.g., NMR), to produce finally an accurate titration of the substance analyzed.
No choice is presented to the user for the redefined structure of the molecule analyzed. Only one structure is possible. This point constitutes a serious advantage, in cases where the user should justify the best selected structure among different possibilities (as this is proposed by some software), based on criteria that should be clarified in the context of the development of NMEs. Another interesting point is the capability to integrate impurity profile contents (with known structures), contents of residual solvents, and others, which are most of the time included in control monographs. Because this aspect was not presented in these examples, related substance contents (meaning contents of substances assimilated to the structure of the substance analyzed) can also be added in the calculations with Mat-CHN. In this last case, the impurity will have the same raw formula than the one of the substance analyzed. This is a real new performance delivered by this software, and it could be considered as a part of the answer to the expert panel confronted with the case of the Povidone monograph.
In a choice between use of Elemental Analysis combined with Mat-CHN and the assay against a reference standard or the absolute assay by a potentiometric method (frequently difficult to develop), the Elemental Analysis associated to Mat-CHN method has substantial benefits in the reduction sample consumption and the time spent.
The last interesting point is related to the results provided by Mat-CHN. As this was demonstrated along this work, Mat-CHN uses only experimental results (except the raw formula of the pure substance) and makes calculations with these experimental data. Because no recursive process and no other value are inserted by the user (to manage these calculations), the final results delivered by Mat-CHN should be considered also as an experimental one. Consequently, the titration value issued from Mat-CHN must be considered at the same level than the one obtained by a direct potentiometric titration.
Conclusions
The Mat-CHN principles of calculations have been presented in this work in the theoretical aspect and through practical examples in the contexts of the discovery and the development activities for new molecular entities.
This software has the advantage of delivering a unique and reliable solution to the system of equations, resulting in individual tests dedicated to determine mineral and organic contents (expressed in percent and in mole numbers) for substances associated to the main compound analyzed.
Mat-CHN software can support analytical determinations obtained in the range of ppm and ppb units, mixed with other results delivered at the percent scale.
Without recursive process or convergence test, in a very quick time (around 1 s) and implemented on a classical computer, the scientist is directly oriented to the unique redefined structure, to make comparisons of experimental and recalculated Elemental Analysis results.
Titration of the substance analyzed can be easily delivered, based on the ratio of the molecular weight of the pure compound to the one of the refined molecule in the context of discovery and based on the nitrogen content ratio in the case of development activities, as recommended by the regulations. In these two cases, Mat-CHN software plays a central role to deliver the right figures to make the appropriate calculations. And because no recursive process and no other data added than the ones experimentally obtained, the titration calculations delivered by Mat-CHN should be considered also, as experimental values. 
